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SUMMARY

Since 2000, the expansion of Sylviatic Yellow Fever (YF) has been observed in the southeast of Brazil, being detected in areas considered silent for decades. Epizootics in non-human primates (NHPs) are considered sentinel events for the detection of human cases. It is important to report epizootic events that could have impact on the conservation status of susceptible species. We describe the epizootics in NHPs, notified in state of São Paulo, Brazil, between September 2008 to August 2009. Ninety-one epizootic events, involving 147 animals, were reported in 36 counties. Samples were obtained from 65 animals (44.2%). Most of the epizootics (46.6%) were reported between March and April, the same period during which human cases of YF occurred in the state. Biological samples were collected from animals found dead and were sent to Instituto Adolfo Lutz, in São Paulo. Two samples, collected in two counties without an indication for YF vaccination, were positive for the virus. Another 48 animals were associated with YF by clinical-epidemiological linkage with laboratory confirmed cases. Because the disease in human and NHPs occurred in the same period, the detection of the virus in NHPs did not work as sentinel, but aided in the delineation of new areas of risk.
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INTRODUCTION

The Non Human Primate (NHP) species diversity on the Neotropics is currently estimated at 199 species and sub-species. According to the IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) list of threatened species, 40 out of 56 species of the Platyrrhini parvorder that exist in Brazil, are listed as vulnerable, threatened or critically threatened. The main conservation threats faced by these NHP species, includes: loss and fragmentation of the habitat, predatory hunting and illegal wildlife trade.

Although no primate species is included in the list of 54 mammal species that have infectious diseases as the greatest threat for their conservation, outbreaks have impacted NHP populations in several regions of the world, especially in Panama, Trinidad and Tobago, Colombia and Brazil. Historical evidences in Central and South America support the idea that NHP populations have been severely affected by Yellow Fever (YF) epizootics. Moreover, the presence of antibodies against YF, in wildlife NHPs seems to be a relatively common finding. NHPs are considered sylvatic hosts of the yellow fever virus (YFV) in Africa and in the Americas.

In the African continent, NHPs seem to be more resistant to virus infection and are rarely threatened by the disease. This may allow the quick renewal of the NHP population, facilitating the maintenance of the virus in the area and shortening inter-epidemic periods.

All neotropical NHP species are susceptible to the disease. Serological responses, clinical illnesses and spontaneous deaths are described in the Alouatta spp., as well as, in Callitrichidae and Pitheciidae species. The primates of Aotus genus are susceptible too, but due to their nocturnal habits, they have limited exposure to the virus. The genera Cebus, Sapajus, Ateles and Saimiri, have been shown to be more resistant, although RICHTER et al. have reported severe illness in Saimiri.

In the Amazon region, where the YF is considered endemic, the disease shows a cyclic dynamic, causing outbreaks in humans and NHPs at intervals varying between seven and fourteen years. According to some authors, this interval would be the time required for the renewal of the susceptible NHP populations.

The occurrence of sylvatic yellow fever (SYF) in Brazil, was restricted, until 2000, to the North and Middle-West regions of the country. However, in the outbreaks that occurred in 2000/2003 period, a geographic expansion of YFV to the southeast was observed and detected in areas previously free from its circulation for decades, thus forcing a redefinition of risk areas.
More recently, in 2008-2009, outbreaks of the disease were detected in the Brazilian states of São Paulo\textsuperscript{13,18,25,26}, Paraná\textsuperscript{25} and Rio Grande do Sul\textsuperscript{25}, affecting both humans and NHPs. Twenty-eight autochthonous human cases were detected, in the state of São Paulo, between 2008 and 2009\textsuperscript{13,18,25,26}. The disease has also been identified in NHPs in the Province of Missions, Argentina\textsuperscript{21}.

Epizootic events involving YF are considered sentinel for the detection of human cases of the disease. The Brazilian Ministry of Health created the Non-Human Primates Epizootic Events Surveillance System in 1999, which was incorporated into the Yellow Fever Surveillance System\textsuperscript{23}. This system was established in the state of São Paulo in 2003 and detected the first epizootic event caused by YF in February, 2008\textsuperscript{26}.

The lack of information on the impact of infectious diseases on NHP populations, and the rising threats for Brazilian NHP species, stresses the importance of reporting these events. The purpose of this paper is to describe the epizootics, reported to the NHP Epizootics Surveillance System in the state of São Paulo, between September 2008 till August 2009, and, also to show how this analysis was important for supporting an evidence-based public-health decision-making process to guide actions in YF outbreak emergency situations. The article also discusses the possible role played by different primate species in the eco-epidemiology of YF in Brazil.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Area:** The study was conducted in the state of São Paulo, Brazil, which is composed of 645 counties, occupies an area of approximately 248,196,960 km\(^2\), and has 41,262,199 inhabitants, concentrated mainly in the coastal zone\textsuperscript{26}. Currently, the state has 429 counties situated in the endemic area for YF and 216 in the non-endemic one. This is a descriptive study encompassing events between September 2008 and August 2009. The NHPs death notifications to the Non Human epizootics Surveillance System/Public Health Department from the state of São Paulo, were used as database. The notifications were spontaneously made by the resident population to the municipal epidemiological surveillance authorities that provided a technician for the collection of biological samples, when possible.

**Case definitions:** The case definitions were created following the Guide for Surveillance of Epizootics in Non-Human Primates/Brazil Ministry of Health\textsuperscript{23}.

**YF suspected cases or suspected epizootic events:** Any event involving death (including skin and bones found) or clinical illness, of at least one non human primate, whose cause was inconclusive, in any part of the state of São Paulo.

**YF laboratory confirmed cases:** Suspected cases that showed positive laboratory results for YF, by any of the laboratory techniques cited in the study.

**YF confirmed cases by clinical-epidemiological linkage:** Suspected cases, whose sample collection was not possible, found within a radius of 30 km from a place with laboratory confirmed YFV circulation up to within 30 days of a YF confirmed event.

**Sample collection:** Monkeys found dead, but still in a suitable state of preservation for the study, were submitted to necropsy for the removal of liver, spleen, kidney, heart, lung, and intra-cardiac blood. The samples were sent to Instituto Adolfo Lutz, in Sao Paulo County. Animals found in an advanced level of autolysis (longer than 24 hours after death) were excluded from the study.

**Laboratory diagnosis:** All samples were analyzed by one or more of these methods: virus isolation (in mice and/or cell culture), indirect immunofluorescence, RT-PCR and sequencing, histopathology, and immunohistochemistry.

**Virus isolation in mice:** Samples of blood, and tissues were inoculated for isolation of the virus in Swiss mice, 1-3 days old. Samples of liver and brain were inoculated separately, and the other viscera were processed in a mixed suspension. The tissues were macerated, suspended in a solution of bovine albumin, 0.75%, with antibiotics (100 μg/mL of streptomycin and 100 UI/mL of penicillin) and centrifuged at 6,000 rpm for 20 minutes. 0.02 mL/mouse of each suspension was inoculated by the intracerebral route in six suckling mice. Blood samples or serum were inoculated separately, pure or diluted (50%) in albumin solution. The animals were observed for 14 days.

**Virus isolation in cell culture:** The same suspensions of tissues for inoculation in mice, in addition to blood and serum, were also subjected to isolation of the virus in Aedes albopictus cell culture, clone C6/36\textsuperscript{17}, and indirect immunofluorescence assay (IFA), following the technique standardized by GUBLER et al.\textsuperscript{15}. Polyclonal anti-yellow fever antibodies, prepared in mice and anti-mouse immunoglobulin combined and marked with fluorescein isothiocyanate (Sigma), were used. The positive samples were identified by IFA with YFV monoclonal antibodies (Biomanguinhos-RJ).

**RNA extraction and RT-PCR:** Total RNA was extracted using commercial kits. For tissue fragments the QIAamp ® RNA Blood (Qiagen Inc., Ontario, CA) was used, and for serum, the QIAamp ® Viral RNA Kit (Qiagen Inc., Ontario, CA) was used, following the manufacturer’s instructions. The amplification of viral RNA was performed by one-step reverse transcriptase (RT-PCR), followed by a second amplification (semi-nested)\textsuperscript{9} from the products of the first reaction, diluted at 1:50. The amplified products were visualized by electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Positive samples were those that had a band compatible with the expected.

**Sequencing:** The positive samples were sequenced directly on an ABI 377 sequencer by method of termination deoxyribose cycle sequence, using the BigDye Terminator sequencing kit v3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), following the instructions recommended by the manufacturer with the same pair of primers of RT-PCR reaction in one step. For the edition of the nucleotide sequences, Chromas EditSeq 1.45 software (Lasergene DNASTar Inc.) was used, excluding the sequences of primers.

**Histopathology and Immunohistochemistry:** Viscera samples to be used for a pathological and immunohistochemical studies, were subjected to histological procedures for paraffin inclusion. Slides with histological sections obtained from specimens were submitted to histological (by hematoxylin-eosin staining) and immunohistochemical analysis. For
the immunohistochemical investigation of viral antigen, the polyclonal anti-YFV antigen amplified in reaction with the polymer-conjugated enzyme (EnvisionTM System - HRP, Dako Cytomation, USA) was used and revealed with diaminobenzidine.

Epidemiological analysis: The cases were described according to time, place and species/genus. Geographic clusters of cases were analyzed separately.

Expansion of YF vaccination area: All municipalities that had identified confirmed cases of YF in NHP passed through a vaccination campaign of the human population. Municipalities located inside in a radius of 30 km of municipalities with confirmed cases for YF were also included in the campaign.

RESULTS

Ninety-one epizootic events (suspected cases) were registered during the study period, amounting to 147 animals, distributed in 36 different counties. Figure 1 shows the frequency of notifications per month. It is observed that the largest number of reported epizootics occurred in March and April, 2009, the same period when 28 human cases were confirmed in the State (Fig. 1).

At least, one type of sample from each of the 66 (45%) NHPs was collected; 57 (39%) had organ fragments collected, 39 (27%) had blood samples taken and 20 (14%) had brain samples collected.

Among all the animals stated, 67 (45%) were Alouatta spp., 58 (39%) Callithrix spp., 15 (10%) Sapajus spp. and 7 (6%) of other genus.

Figure 2 shows the geographical distribution of the suspected epizooties notified. Two main geographic clusters of notifications could be observed - one situated in the north of the State, in an area with indication for YF vaccination, and the other one in the south, in a region without any indication for YF vaccination until 2009.

Figure 3 shows the epidemic curves of YF notifications for these two clusters. In the cluster area without YF vaccination until 2009, two epizootic events were laboratorially confirmed for YF. The first one was positive by RT-PCR and virus isolation in mice, from a blood sample taken from one animal. Another 45 animals were related, geographically and temporally, to this event and case confirmation was made by clinical-epidemiological linkage. The second one was confirmed by an immunohispathological test, performed on a pool of visceral organs of one animal. Another three animals were related, geographically and temporally to this event. In this case, confirmation was carried out using clinical-epidemiological linkage. All 50 YF confirmed animals were of Alouatta spp. genus.

These epizootics enabled the delineation of the new expanded YF vaccination indicated area in the State (Fig. 1), within the YF human cases surveillance system as well as eco-epidemiological evaluations. In total, 49 counties were included in the YF risk area and more than one million people in the region were vaccinated by the end of 2009.

DISCUSSION

The collection of biological samples and the identification of NHP species are limiting factors for surveillance since such events are dependent on the availability of trained technicians, who oftentimes cannot be available. This demonstrates the need for the periodic...
capacitation on primatology for health professionals involved with sample collection in the NHP epizootics surveillance system. This type of information would permit important conclusions about the role of each species on the eco-epidemiology of YF, as well as the impact of the disease in these populations.

Studies strongly rely on epidemics being disclosed by a local rural population, since the notifications are made by them. People who have experienced epizootics of YF in their regions in the past, are more sensitive to these events. However, results do not represent all NHP deaths in the State.

The two main geographic clusters of epizootic events showed two distinct moments for NHP epizootics surveillance in the state of São Paulo. Cluster A was situated in the North of State. This region has had YF vaccination indicated since 1986 with good vaccine coverage. In the beginning of 2008, YF cases were registered in NHPs and humans in the region, and so the vaccination campaigns were intensified. This study period coincides with the first rainy season after which higher occurrences of YF are expected.

Thus, despite the geographic clustering of NHP death notifications in the region, they were distributed evenly and in low levels during the period studied, characterizing a non epizootic behavior. Notifications from this geographical cluster registered three different genera of NHPs: Callithrix spp., Sapajus spp., and Alouatta spp. However, no sample had positive results for YFV.

Cluster B was located in the southwestern region of the State. The region had not had a vaccination program against YF prior to March 2009. An increase in the number of notifications, geographic and temporally clustered, was detected affecting individuals of the same genus (Howler monkey - Alouatta spp.), in a short period of time, thus characterizing an epizootic behavior.

In this cluster only Alouatta deaths were notified. The same genus was also shown in studies conducted in other parts of Brazil as well as in the north of Argentina in the same period.

Howler monkeys are distributed in neotropical regions, and are reported from the state of Vera Cruz in Mexico to the state of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil, and Corrientes in Argentina. In São Paulo State the two species of howler monkeys most commonly registered are: A. caraya and A. clamitans.

A. caraya occurs in the north and northwest regions in areas composed of savanna-like vegetation while A. clamitans occurs particularly in the south, southeast and coastal zones of the state in areas composed of forest vegetation. The lack of information about the size of Alouatta spp. populations in the state makes it difficult to estimate the YF impact for this species in the region.

Studies such as this present one raise the discussion of the role of the impact of emerging infectious diseases on population dynamics of its sylvatic hosts, mainly if they are a threatened species, which can potentially cause secondary effects in the whole ecosystem.

In simple parasite-hosts systems, the pathogens would not cause the extinction of their hosts, because over time the virulence of the pathogens is expected to attenuate. If this attenuation does not take place, the population of the host can be reduced to very low levels.

Alternatively, a pathogen can lead to the extinction of a host. In this case, its impact reduces the host’s population to such low levels that it makes it vulnerable to stochastic events.

The prevalence of diseases transmitted by vectors, such as YF, with a wide range of host species is less dependent on a hosts density than on its diversity. The presence of many possible reservoir species (wild mosquitoes of genus Haemagogus spp. and Sabethes spp.), or hosts species with different levels of susceptibility (Sapajus spp., Callithrix spp., Alouatta spp., Homo sapiens) can increase the environmental viral charge and be a source of infection for sensitive species.

The dilution effect can explain this system. This effect is reached when, in a given place, vertebrate host species with low capacity of infect their vectors share the same environment, diluting the effect of highly competent reservoir species. For YFV, the contribution of each species potentially involved in its epidemiological cycle is not totally known. The combination of different species in a certain area makes it possible for different capacities to increase the viral load level in the environment.

Moreover, it is known that fragmented environments tend to possess less species diversity, potentially leading to a reduction in the dilution effect for viruses such as YFV. This fragmentation can lead to a further increase of the rate of encounters among pathogenic agents and their reservoirs, vectors and host species. As a consequence, there is an increase in environmental agent charge in a reduced space of time, which works as a catalyst for this system. This would favor the occurrence of more explosive outbreaks in sensitive populations, which is particularly the case with Howler monkeys.

Species of the Sapajus spp. genus are easily infected by YFV. However, they show low rates of lethality as, in general, this species acquires immunity. In laboratory conditions, they respond to YFV inoculation with two to six days of viremia. They can serve as blood meals for mosquitoes for a considerable period of time thus suggesting an amplificatory role of these species in the YFV cycle.

Due to a high sensibility and susceptibility to the infection with YFV, Howler monkeys succumb quickly to the disease, presenting an extremely acute pattern. Considering the reduced time of viremia and exposure to vectors, they can be considered as the final hosts of the disease.

Humans, with an incidence rate of asymptomatic cases that can reach up to 70% could have a more important role as YFV amplifier hosts than NHP primate species in some regions affected by YF. As a result, the vaccination of human populations, that surround areas with known susceptible populations of Howler monkeys, could have some impact in the conservation of these species.

Although these epizootic events didn’t work as sentinel for the detection of YF human cases in the studied region, they were an important tool for the redefinition of the area of YF risk in the state. The NHP Epizootic Surveillance System also contributed indirectly.
to our knowledge about the distribution of NHPs species in São Paulo State, Brazil, as well as to the potential impact of YF in Howler monkey populations in Brazil. In conclusion, Yellow fever caused at least two epizootic events affecting 50 animals of Alouatta spp. genus in São Paulo State, Brazil, in the period between September 2008 and August 2009. The Non Human Primate Epizootic Surveillance System was shown to be an important tool for the YF control, being vital in defining risk areas and identifying human and NHP vulnerable populations. The paper also demonstrated the importance of descriptive epidemiology supporting an evidence-based public-health decision-making process to guide actions in YF outbreak emergency situations.

RESUMO

Epizootias de febre amarela em primatas não humanos no estado de São Paulo, Brasil, 2008-2009

Desde 2000, vem sendo observada a expansão da febre amarela (FA) no Sudeste do Brasil, sendo detectados casos em áreas consideradas silenciosas por décadas. Epizootias em primatas não humanos (NHPs) são considerados eventos sentinelas para a detecção de casos humanos. É importante relatar eventos epizootícos que podem ter impacto sobre o estado de conservação de espécies sensíveis. Descrevemos as epizootias, notificadas em NHPs no estado de São Paulo, Brasil, entre setembro de 2008 a agosto de 2009. Noventa e um eventos epizooticos, envolvendo 147 animais, foram notificados em 36 municípios. As amostras foram obtidas a partir de 65 animais (44,2%). A maioria das epizootias (46,6%) foram registradas entre março e abril, no mesmo período no qual YF em que casos humanos ocorreram no estado. As amostras biológicas foram coletadas de animais encontrados mortos e enviadas ao Instituto Adolfo Lutz, em São Paulo. Duas amostras, coletadas em dois municípios, sem indicação para a vacinação de febre amarela, foram positivos para o vírus. Outros 48 animais foram associados com FA por vínculo clínico-epidemiológico com casos confirmados laboratorialmente. Devido a doença em humanos e NHPs terem ocorrido no mesmo período, a detecção do vírus em NHPs não funcionou como sentinela, mas ajudou no processo de delimitação de novas áreas de risco.
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